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1

Management Summary

Innovations within the offshore wind sector can lead to costs reductions and improvement
of business cases. To introduce innovations in the fields of turbines, foundations, cabling,
grid (including substations), turbine monitoring, O & M and ecological surveys, sufficient
demonstration capability is required. An innovation will not be commercially feasible before
following experimental phases and validation at TRL1 levels 7-9. There are different kinds of
test environments for demonstration purposes such as large scale offshore, nearshore,
embedded and off-grid locations. The most relevant demonstrator sites are displayed in an
overview in this paper including site specific characteristics. Attention has been paid to
existing European sites, European sites under development and existing and new Dutch
demonstrator sites. In order to speed up the possibilities for the testing of innovations,
knowledge and expertise can be shared with the oil and gas industry.
The following actors can be distinguished with regard to innovative concepts and
demonstration needs: the government, project developers, turbine manufacturers, electrical
equipment manufacturers, foundation manufacturers, marine contractors, component
manufacturers, investors, lenders and insurers, design-, engineering- and research
institutions, and knowledge centres. A 2014 Market Consultation executed by NWEA and TKI
Wind op Zee showed that there is great interest in offshore demonstration possibilities. The
industry and the NWEA Offshore Wind Committee consider co-locations and embedded sites
the most suitable for demonstration purposes.
As a co-location development Borssele Kavel V offers good opportunities to demonstrate
innovations in turbine TRL levels 7 to 9. The location allows for two turbines positions in
water depths of ±35m. Onshore testing in Wieringermeer is available for seven turbines in
the short to medium term. As a co-location site Borssele Kavel V offers low chances for grid
innovations. A new embedded test site is lacking within the portfolio or forthcoming test
locations in the Netherlands. This contributes to situation in which grid-related innovation
possibilities are very limited. For research activities like turbine monitoring and ecology
there are opportunities at Borssele Kavel V, at OWEZ and possibly onshore in
Wieringermeer.
Looking at the supply and demand of test locations in Europe and more specifically the
Netherlands, the possibilities for short and medium term testing are on limited. The 2014
market survey results, compared with current and future demonstrator sites in the
Netherlands indicate that demand is greater than supply.

1 TRL is Technology Readiness Level
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For now cooperation within EU programmes could be established in order to demonstrate
innovative solutions, especially regarding cabling and grid related topics. TKI Wind op Zee
takes part in international working groups on test and demonstration sites. This enables
possibilities to manage the coordination of research programmes to avoid duplication and to
make sure public funds are most efficiently used.
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2

Introduction of test and demonstration concepts

In the Netherlands an initiative by the Dutch Wind Energy Association (NWEA) and the TKI
Wind op Zee in 2011 has led to a high-level project plan for a large offshore demonstration
wind farm, Project Leeghwater. This project was driven by an interest in both innovation and
installation of a new project by offshore wind project developers. In the period until 2013
when the Dutch Energy Agreement (Nationaal Energieakkoord) was closed, the views on test
and demonstration projects have changed: the large scale projects are now primarily
considered for commercial projects, that may still include innovative designs; test and
demonstration projects could be performed at a smaller scale. Depending on the demand
this could jeopardise sufficient demonstration capacity. With that in mind it should be
considered that innovations within the offshore wind sector contribute to lowering costs
and optimised business cases in general. However, before an innovation can be bankable it
first needs to pass an experimental phase and a validation phase before an innovative
concept can be tested in a demonstrator environment. Only after this phase, the operational
verification can take place in a commercial project where a certain innovation meets the
requirements to be bankable. The industry could now be running against limitations when it
comes to demonstrator facilities, which restrict commercial use of potential innovations.
This paper considers the demand from the industry for demonstration opportunities on
various innovation subjects in the offshore wind sector with an inventory of the current
range of possible Dutch sites for demonstration opportunities. Based on the current
capabilities of Dutch demonstration sites an indication is given where the demand exceeds
the testing possibilities and to what level. This leads to conclusions and recommendations
on how to meet the needs for demonstration sites. A list of the main EU test sites is added
to give an idea of possible cooperation for demonstration projects in the EU context.
The following test and demonstration concepts are defined for onshore- and offshore testand demonstration facilities:
Large Scale
The large scale concept is a full-scale wind farm that is partly, or fully, filled with multiple
innovations. This approach allows combinations of innovations to be tested as well as
experimenting with overall wind farm design, control and operational strategies.
Small scale / near shore
Small scale test facilities, mostly implemented near shore to avoid investments in offshore
grid connection facilities (longer cables, transformer station), allow a small number of test
positions for new technology. When very near shore, a bridge can provide access to the
turbines.
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Co-location
In the co-location model, the test and demonstration site is located in the vicinity of a
regular wind farm, sharing space and grid connection capacity (mechanical / electrical) on an
offshore high voltage station.
Embedded Innovation
Regular commercial projects can include embedded innovations. These innovations should
be bankable; the risk should be at an acceptable level to investors and insurers. Innovations
that are already on the brink of commercial acceptance can find their way to these projects.
Given the transition in offshore wind policies towards price tender models, new technology
or methods will be applied in projects in order to reduce costs.
Onshore testing / Offgrid testing
Other options are onshore and off grid locations. In particular for testing wind turbines
onshore locations may be preferable in the early prototype stage. For testing installation
equipment, cabes or foundation technology, (temporary) offshore space without a grid
connection may be more suitable. The initiatives and locations that apply to these categories
are listed in Chapter 3.3 as part of the overview of test locations in the Netherlands.
Test & Demonstration Concepts
Large scale
Offshore

Stand alone project of +/= 300 MW
Representative offshore conditions (metocean)
100 MW new technology to demonstrate bankability
200 MW proven technology, balance
overall project risks and allowing large
scale experiments

Small scale near
shore

Stand alone project of +/= 50 – 100 MW
Facilitate WTG prototypes and certification
Facilitate new foundation technology

Co-location
Co-located at a regular new offshore windfarm +/= 25 MW
within new
Using space and grid connection under the regular roll out
offshore windfarm programme
Facilitate WTG and foundation testing
Co-location
dedicated test
site

Co-located nearby a regular new offshore windfarm +/= 25 MW
Using space and grid connection under the regular roll out
programme
Facilitate WTG and foundation testing
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Embedded

Innovation within the development of a regular commercial
project

Offgrid testing

Facilitate WTG and components testing

Onshore locations Facilitate WTG prototypes and certification

Table 1: Test and demonstration concepts
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3
3.1

Demonstrator locations
Historical overview of EU demo locations

Figure 1: Overview map of historical EU demonstrator locations
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3.1.1

Test site Alpha Ventus and Research Initiative RAVE

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

Germany, North Sea, 45km north of the island of Borkum

Map

Site type

Large scale, offshore

Owner

DOTI (Deutsche Offshore Testfeld und Infrastruktur GmbH & Co. KG). EWE AG
holds a 47.5 % share, E.ON and Vattenfall each hold 26.25 % of the operating
company.
Reflecting its role as offshore test site, Alpha Ventus operates two types of
wind turbines with two different foundation designs. Experience gained in
construction and operation is an input into the further development and
expansion of the German offshore wind power industry.
Construction of the turbines in 2009. Operating since 2009. Official
inauguration in April 2010.
110 kV export cable, 60 km to shore (Hilgenriedersiel)

Demo scope

Status
Grid connection
Conditions

Installed capacity: 60 MW
Distance to shore: 44 km northwest of Borkum
Turbines: 6 x Senvion 5M, 6 x Areva Wind M5000-116
Water depth: approx. 30 m
Foundation: Various
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3.1.2

Gunfleet Sands III Demonstration Project (DONG / Siemens)

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

United Kingdom, Located next to the 172 MW Gunfleet Sands wind farm, 7 km
south east of Clacton-on-Sea in Essex.

Map

Site type

Co-location

Owner

DONG Energy Gunfleet Sands Demo (UK) Ltd.

Demo scope

Status

Two Siemens SWT-6.0 with direct drive technology were installed in January
2013 and are tested since. Both turbines are equipped with a 120 m rotor and
are founded on monopiles.
Operational

Grid connection

Dedicated 33 kV cable, approx. 12 km to Clacton-on-Sea

Conditions

Installed capacity: 12 MW
Distance to shore: approx. 9 km
Turbines: 2 x Siemens SWT-6.0-120
Water depth: approx. 5 m - 12 m
Foundation: monopiles
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3.1.3

AREG/ European Offshore Wind Deployment Centre

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

United Kingdom, Aberdeen Bay

Map

Site type

Small scale, near shore

Owner

Vattenfall Windpower Ltd., Aberdeen Renewable Energy Group (AREG)

Demo scope

Status

The site will allow offshore wind farm developers and associated supply chain
companies to test new designs, prove existing products and receive
independent validation and accreditation before commercial deployment.
Possibilities for an ocean laboratory onsite are considered for monitoring and
wind measurement related subjects etc.
Operations to begin in 2018

Grid connection

4 cables, 33 kV, approx. 6.5 km from Hareburn Terrace

Conditions

Installed capacity: up to 100 MW
Distance to shore:
Turbines: 11 turbines (4 x 6MW, 4 x 7.5MW and 3 x 10 MW)
Water depth: 20-30 m.
Foundation expected: gravity based, suction-bucket and jacket.
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3.1.4

Hywind Metcentre

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

Norway, 10 km off the coast of Karmøy island
(Rogaland)

Map

Site type

Small scale near shore

Owner

Statoil ASA

Demo scope

Status

To test how wind and waves affect the Hywind floating turbine-spar structure.
The goal now is to commercialise the Hywind concept, by developing a supplier
market to reduce costs so that floating wind power can compete in the energy
market.
Operating since 2009.

Grid connection

22 kV cable to Royrvika, 13 km.

Conditions

Installed capacity: 2.3 MW
Distance to shore: 10 km
Turbines: 1 Siemens SWT-2.3-82
Water depth: approx. 200 m
Foundation: Spar Floater (Hywind Spar Foundation)
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3.1.5

Belwind Alstom Haliade Demonstration

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

Belgium

Map

Site type

Co-location

Owner

GE

Demo scope

Status

At the end of 2013, GE installed Haliade off the coasts of Ostend harbour at the
Belwind site in Belgium. This is the largest offshore wind turbine ever installed
in sea waters. This installation will help in confirming how the machine behaves
within the offshore environment for which it was specifically designed and
developed.
Operational

Grid connection

Connecting to Belwind Phase 1 substation, 33 kV, 1.8 km

Conditions

Installed capacity: 6 MW
Distance to shore: 45.4 km
Turbines: 6 MW Haliade 150 - 6 MW by Alstom Power (now GE)
Water depth: 34 m
Foundation: grounded, quattro jacket
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3.2 Overview of current EU demo locations under development

Overview map of current EU demo locations under development
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3.2.1

Blyth offshore wind demonstratiom site (NaREC)

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

United Kingdom, approx. 6 km off the coast of Blyth (Northumberland)

Map

Site type

Small scale, near shore

Owner

EDF Energy Renewables

Demo scope
Status

EDF testing foundation technologies, LIDAR testing for wind measurement
campaigns in association with Narec
Start to construct first row. Expected end of construction phase: Q4 2016.

Grid connection

3 cables, approx. 10 km to Blyth substation, nominal voltage 66 kV

Conditions

Project capacity: 99.9 MW
Distance to shore:
Turbines: 15, various capacities between 5 – 8.5 MW
Three arrays with deviating water depth:
Array 2: Approx. 5.6 km from Blyth, 35 m depth
Array 3: Approx. 7 km from Newbiggin, 45 m depth
Array 4: Approx. 14 km from Blyth, 55-60 m depth
Foundation
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3.2.2

Hywind II Scotland Pilot Park (Buchan Deep)

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

United Kingdom, Buchan Deep

Map

Site type

Small scale offshore

Owner

Statoil ASA

Demo scope

Status

This pilot project is expected to demonstrate the feasibility of multiple floating
wind turbines in a region that has optimal wind conditions, a strong supply
chain within oil and gas and supportive public policies such as enhanced
support for floating offshore wind pilot parks under the Renewables Obligation
(Scotland).
Pre construction

Grid connection

33 kV cable to Peterhead, Aberdeenshire (approx. 30 km)

Conditions

Project capacity: 30 MW
Distance to shore: 25 km
Turbines: 5 Siemens SWT-6.0-154
Water depth: approx. 95 - 120 m
Foundation: 80 m spar floaters
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3.2.3

Dounreay Floating Offshore Wind Development Centre

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

United Kingdom, Scotland, Highlands

Map

Site type

Small scale offshore

Owner

Highlands and Islands Enterprise

Demo scope

Status

Hexicon: A single semi-submersible platform and two wind turbines with a total
capacity of 8 to 12 megawatts approximately 6 km off Dounreay, Scotland;
A single export cable to bring the power to shore at, or near, Sandside Bay; and
the associated onshore electrical infrastructure to connect the project at, or
near, the existing substation at Dounreay.
DBD SYSTEMS are to test ECO TLP foundation. Floating Power Plant A/S are to
test theid wind and wave hybrid system.
The Hexicon project is planned to be operational by the summer of 2018

Grid connection

33 kV cable to Peterhead, Aberdeenshire (approx. 30 km)

Conditions

Project capacity: 30 MW (in total)
Distance to shore: approx. 6 km
Turbines: 5 (in total)
Water depth: approx. 60 - 110 m
Foundation: Floating, tension leg semi submersible spar
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3.2.4

SEM-REV – Marine Test Site

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

France, Pays de la Loire

Map

Site type

Small scale near shore

Owner

SEM-REV

Demo scope

Test facility of floating turbines and Wave Energy Converters (WEC’s)

Status

FLOATGEN pilot and floating WEC expected in 2016.

Grid connection

1 cable, 24 km to shore

Conditions

Capacity: 8 MW
Distance to shore: 24 km
Turbines: Not yet decided
Water depth: approx. 35 m
Foundation: floating, semi-submersible platform
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3.2.5

Floatgen Demonstrator I (within SEM-REV)

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

France, Pays de la Loire

Map

Site type

Small scale near shore/co location

Owner

FLOATGEN/Gamesa

Demo scope

Status

Gamesa will fit a 2 MW turbine on a ring-shaped surface-floating platform
designed by IDEOL. The floating system will be installed at SEM-REV, Ecole
Centrale de Nantes’ test site, located on the French Atlantic coast. BOUYGUES
Travaux Publics will lead the construction of the floating foundation while
UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART will contribute on coupled loads simulations. RSK
GROUP will analyse the environmental impact of the floating system and
ZABALA will contribute with the proper management and dissemination of the
project. FRAUNHOFER-IWES will perform a benchmarking analysis between the
proposed FLOATGEN system and other comparable floating solutions.
Consented

Grid connection

Will connect to SEM-REV hub

Conditions

Capacity: 2 MW
Distance to shore:
Turbines: 1 Gamesa G87 – 2.0 MW
Water depth: 30 m
Foundation: floating, semi-submersible platform “OCEAGEN”
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3.2.6

SEA REED – GROIX

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

France, Bretagne

Map

Site type

Near shore, small scale

Owner

DCNS/Alstom

Demo scope

Optimize energy production while controlling the mechanical forces on the
floating wind turbine;
Determine a solution to install and retrieve the float at sea quickly, while
ensuring the safety of people, property and limiting impacts on the
environment;
Establish an industrial solution and define the process of maintenance
requirement operating a fleet with the aim of achieving a competitive solution
series;
Contribute to the creation of a French floating foundation industry.

Status

Early Planning, on 02/12/2014 the French Energy and Environment Ministry
announced that a third tender for offshore wind will be launched in 2015. This
3rd tender will be based on floating turbines and the method will be a new
"Competitive Dialogue" based selection. Project has support of the French
Environment and Energy Management Agency ADEME and receives € 6.0
million French government funding.

Grid connection
Conditions

Installed capacity: 6 MW
Distance to shore: approx. 15 km
Turbines: Haliade 150-6MW (Alstom Power)
Water depth:
Foundation: Floating, Semi-Submersible Platform
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3.2.7

GROIX – Site d’essais Eolien Offshore Flottant

Category

Specifics

Country/ location

France, Belle-Île

Map

Site type

Small scale near shore

Owner

DCNS/France Energies Marines

Demo scope

Test site for two multi-megawatt floating turbines. Project will be positioned
between Groix and Belle-Île
Concept/Early Planning. Region Bretagne and DCNS signed a formal agreement
to accelerate floating wind developments in the region.
Between Plouhinec and Quiberon, export cable to be shared with Winflo Pilot

Status
Grid connection
Conditions

Project capacity: 12 MW - 15 MW
Distance to shore: 22 km
Turbines: 2, not decided
Water depth: approx 65 m
Foundation: floating, Semi-Submersible Platform
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3.2.8

Spinfloat Demonstrator

Category

Specifics

Location

Gulf of Lyon, France

Map

Site type

Small scale near shore co-location

Owner

SPINFLOAT is a consortium led by EOLFI and includes ECN, Fraunhofer
IWES, GustoMSC, LGI, MARIN, Politecnico di Milano and SSP Technology
Spinfloat is a vertical axis floating wind turbine with pitched blades developed
by EOLFI and mounted on a GustoMSC's semisubmersible floating foundation.
Concept/early planning

Demo scope
Status
Grid connection
Conditions

Project capacity: 6 MW
Distance to shore
Turbines: 1, vertical axis
Water depth:
Foundation: Semi-Submersible Platform
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3.2.9

InFlow Demonstrator

Category

Specifics

Location

Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur, France

Map

Site type

Near shore, small scale

Owner

Status

InFlow: EDF Energies Nouvelles Group, Fraunhofer Institute, Vicinay Cadenas
S.A, Eiffage Construction Metallique SAS, DTU Wind Energy, Vryhof Anchors NV,
Nenuphar Wind
The aim of the project is to optimise the turbine prototype with a commercial
phase in the future with a possible 26 MW project and a larger 150 MW project
further in the future.
Turbine will use a semi-submersible foundation, it will now use a spar
foundation. Test location may change from the Mistral test site as spar
foundation requires testing in deeper waters.
Consented

Grid connection

1 cable 10.6 km

Conditions

Project capacity: 2.6 MW
Distance to shore: 20 km
Turbines: 1 VertiWind (Technip - Nénuphar), Vertical Axis
Water depth: approx. 100 m
Foundation: Spar Floater

Demo scope
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3.2.10 MISTRAL - Golfe de Fos
Category

Specifics

Location

Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur, Golfe de Fos, France

Map

Site type

Small scale, near shore

Owner

Nenuphar Wind, EDF Energies Nouvelles Group

Demo scope

• Test the performance and reliability of floating wind turbines and their
subsystems.
• Provide environmental data for evaluation.
• Consider the environmental impact of the systems tested.
• Assist developers in optimizing installation and operation of systems.
• Investigate and develop new equipment and materials, instrumented in a
known environment.
• Support overall investment in R & D

Status

Consented

Grid connection

1 cable

Conditions

Project capacity: 10 MW
Distance to shore: 11 km
Turbines: 2-3, model/make not decided
Water depth: approx. 70 m
Foundation: Floating Semi-Submersible Platform
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3.2.11 Havsbaserat testområde
Category

Specifics

Location

Västra Götalands, Skagerrak, Sweden

Map

Site type

Small scale near shore

Owner

Demo scope

This initiative is being taken forward by Offshore Väst (a consortium of
48 companies, universities and institutions working for innovation and
business development in the offshore industry), Vinnova (runs programs
to strengthen innovation in Sweden) and Västra Götalandsregionen.
Test area will be used to test wind, wave and marine bio-energy prototypes.

Status

Concept/Early Planning

Grid connection
Conditions

Project capacity: 15 MW
Distance to shore: approx 7.5 km
Turbines: Not Decided
Water depth: approx. 60 m
Foundation: Various
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3.2.12 Marine Energy Test Centre
Category

Specifics

Location

North Sea, Røyrvika, Rogaland, Norway

Map

Site type

Small scale, near shore

Owner

Status

Statoil, Rogaland County, Haugaland Kraft, Polytec, Rogaland Ressurssenter,
Utsira Kommune, Karmøy Kommune and Haugesund Kommune, METCentre
The plan is to build a 2 to 4 turbine demonstration site using GE Energy's new
direct drive 4MW turbines. Area(s) to be chosen from Rennesøy, Kvitsøy and
Karmøy.
The test area is split into a deep water area and a shallow water area. The deep
water area has a depth of 200 m, is 10 km from shore and has 2 concessions.
The shallow water area has a depth range of 20-40 m, is 1km from shore and
has 6 concessions.
Planning

Grid connection

1 cable, 12 km to shore, 22 kV

Conditions

Project capacity: 20 MW
Distance to shore: 1-10 km
Turbines: 2, Not Decided
Water depth: 20 m - 200 m
Foundation: Various

Demo scope
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3.2.13 Dounreay Floating Offshore Wind Development Centre
Category

Specifics

Location

Scotland, United Kingdom

Map

Site type

Small scale, near shore

Owner

Highlands and Islands Enterprise

Demo scope

Status

Site is being developed to test prototype floating offshore wind technologies.
LLC are to test their ECO TLP foundation and Floating Power Plant A/S are to
test their hybrid wind & wave P80 system.
Concept/Early Planning

Grid connection

1 cable to Dounreay

Conditions

Project capacity: 30 MW
Distance to shore: approx. 9 km
Turbines: Not Decided, 5 turbines, 6 MW
Water depth: 60 m - 110 m
Foundation: Floating Tension leg Semi-submersible Spar
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3.2.14 W2Power Sea Trial
Category

Specifics

Location

Minches & Western Scotland, United Kingdom

Map

Site type

Small scale, near shore

Owner

Pelagic Power A/S

Demo scope

A wind-wave hybrid platform consisting of 2 x 3.6 MW
turbines and 18 x 0.175 MW wave energy converters - Pelton turbines.
Concept/Early Planning

Status
Grid connection
Conditions

Project capacity: 10 MW
Distance to shore:
Turbines: 2 turbines, 3.6 MW, Not Decided
Water depth:
Foundation: Floating Semi-Submersible Platform
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3.3 Overview of Dutch demo locations

Overview map of Dutch demonstrator locations and testing facilities
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3.3.1

Borssele Site V Leeghwater - Innovation Plot Offshore Wind Farm

Category

Specifics

Location

Netherlands, Borssele, Zeeland

Map

Site type

Co-location, small scale

Owner/deveoper

Ministry of Economic Affairs is working closely with TKI Wind op Zee, RVO.nl
and Tennet to prepare tendering of this innovation site

Demo scope

The innovation site is made available to demonstrate new technology in TRL
levels 7-9. The site will be offered in a tender with ranking according to the
innovative content of the project. Technical, Financial and Economic feasibility
will also be evaluation criteria. The tender regulations will be drafted in 2016.
The tender is scheduled to 2017 with announcement of the winner early 2018.

Status

Consent Authorised, to be tendered 2018 (including grid connection, permits
and SDE+ subsidy)
Will connect to Tennet offshore substation platform Borssele Beta (availability
3Q 2020)
Installed capacity: max. 20 MW
Distance to shore: 35 km
Turbines: 2
Water depth: approx. 30-35 m
Foundation: various

Grid connection
Conditions
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3.3.2

OWEZ (Offshore Wind Farm Egmond aan Zee)

Category

Specifics

Location

Netherlands, Egmond aan Zee

Map

Site type

Currently embedded, near shore

Owner

Shell/ NUON

Demo scope

Status

OWEZ is an operational offshore windfarm with two spare J-tubes and
opportunities for O&M testing. A new site could be designated by the Ministry
to develop two co-locations for turbines. The NSW-MEP, a Monitoring and
Evaluation programme, carried out in collaboration with leading research
institutions, must fill gaps in knowledge and experience in the fields of
engineering, economics, nature, environment and use.
In operation since 2006

Grid connection

Three 34 kV cables, connecting in Velsen-Noord, 15 km

Conditions

Installed capacity: 108 MW
Distance to shore: 10 km
Turbines: 36 x Vestas V90-3.0 Offshore
Water depth: approx. 20 m
Foundation: monopole (diameter of 4.6 m)
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3.3.3

Eneco Luchterduinen/Q10

Category

Specifics

Location

Netherlands, Wijk aan Zee

Map

Site type

Embedded, offshore

Owner

Eneco Wind B.V. / Mitsubishi Corporation

Demo scope

Luchterduinen is a recently constructed offshore windfarm with various
embedded innovations (such as piling on the flange). Between 2014-2029, the
Dutch government will provide 989 million Euros in the form of a SDE subsidy.
A condition is that innovative techniques are showcased in the wind farm to
reduce the LCOE of offshore wind.
In production since 2015.

Status
Grid connection
Conditions

Offshore transformer: Eneco Luchterduinen Substation, 150 kV cable (25 km)
connecting to 380 kV transformer at Sassenheim
Installed capacity: 129 MW
Distance to shore: 23 km
Turbines: 43 x Vestas V112-3.0 MW Offshore
Water depth: approx. 20 m
Foundation: Monopile. The turbine support structures at Eneco
Luchterduinen consist of two main components (monopile and turbine)
tower) instead of 3 (monopile, transition piece and turbine tower). The
components are fastened with a bolted connection. The 43 piles are 70
metres long, weighing 525 tons with a diameter of 5 metres.
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3.3.4

Offgrid nearshore test site Den Helder

Category

Specifics

Location

Netherlands, Near Den Helder

Map

Site type

Small scale, near shore, off grid

Owner

ECN, TNO, ATO, MCN, NHN, WMC, Port of Den Helder, Imares, Energy Valley,
Energy Board.
Aimed purpose is training & testing of foundations, access systems, O&M
strategies.
Conceptual idea. Once idea is proven feasible a commercial consortium should
develop the project.
Off grid

Demo scope
Status
Grid connection
Conditions

Installed capacity: to be decided
Distance to shore: <1 km
Turbines: to be decided
Water depth: approx. 30 m
Foundation: to be decided
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3.3.5

Onshore Test field Wieringermeer

Category

Specifics

Location

Netherlands, Wieringerwerf

Map

Site type

Onshore testfield for (offshore) turbines

Owner

ECN Wind Energy Facilities BV

Demo scope

7 new demo turbines (plus 2 expected to remain)

Status

Tender expected in 2016, operational in 2019

Grid connection
Conditions

Installed capacity: 35-56 MW
Turbines: 7 turbines at 5-8 MW per turbine
Water depth: n.a.
Foundation: classical onshore
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3.3.6

Onshore Test field Lelystad

Category

Specifics

Location

Netherlands, Lelystad

Map

Site type

Onshore testfield for (offshore) turbines

Owner

Ecofys BV

Demo scope

new demo turbines

Status

Tender expected

Grid connection
Conditions

Installed capacity:
Turbines: turbines with max 200 m tipheight
Water depth: n.a.
Foundation: classical onshore
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3.3.7

Onshore Test site Eemshaven

Category

Specifics

Location

Netherlands, Eemshaven, Groningen

Map

Site type

Onshore test field for (offshore) turbines

Owner/developer

ECN, NUON, Eemswind, with support of Energy Academy Europe & Energy
Valley

Demo scope

Project to create a 6 turbine position onshore test site in the Eemshaven for
testing of next generation offshore turbines.
Project in development,

Status
Grid connection
Conditions

Installed capacity:
Turbines: max 15 MW
Water depth:
Foundation: onshore
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3.3.8

2B Energy Eemshaven Test

Category

Specifics

Location

Netherlands, Eemshaven, Groningen

Map

Site type

Onshore test for (offshore) turbine

Owner

2-B Energy B.V.

Demo scope

Onshore testing of offshore 2-B Energy turbine

Status

Operational

Grid connection

Embedded in Growind windfarm

Conditions

Installed capacity: 6 MW
Distance to shore: n.a.
Turbines: 2-B Energy 2B6
Water depth: n.a.
Foundation: onshore concrete
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3.3.9

TIES – connection Dutch & German offshore wind farm

Category

Specifics

Location

Border of Netherlands and Germany

Map

Site type

Pilot connection of two offshore wind farms at each side of the border

Owner/developer

Province of Groningen / Energy Valley

Demo scope

TIES is an idea to create a pilot environment sponsored by the EU to create a
connection between substations of a German offshore wind farm and Gemini.
Possibly including connection with Cobra and/or Dolwin Alpha. Possible
consortium members: Tennet, Siemens, Gemini, German windfarm owner
Conceptual idea, aim to create a viable business case and establish consortium.

Status
Grid connection
Conditions

Installed capacity: n.a.
Turbines: n.a.
Water depth: 30-40 m
Foundation: n.a.
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3.4 Summary of specifications of Dutch test locations
Site

Category Status

Capacity

Water depht Foundation Shore distance

Borssele Site V

Tender 2016 20 MW

35 m.

various

75 km

OWEZ

Operational 108 MW

20 m.

monopile

10 km

Luchterduinen

Operational 129 MW

20 m

monopile

23 km

Den Helder offgrid

To be
decided

30 m.

To be
decided

1 km

Wieringermeer

Tender 2016 35-56 MW onshore

onshore

onshore

Lelystad

Uncertain

Unknown onshore

onshore

onshore

Eemshaven

Delayed /
unknown

6 WTG’s

onshore

onshore

onshore

2B Energy
Eemshaven

Operational 6 MW

onshore

onshore

onshore

TIES

Unlikely to be 15 MW
realised

Off grid

Table 2 Summary Dutch test locations

3.5 Experience and expertise from the Oil & Gas industry
The experience and knowledge from the oil and gas industry in combination with innovative
concepts and installation methods provide a promising contribution to further reduction of
costs of offshore wind. During the development phase, available existing expertise and
resources including geotechnical site survey, electrical engineering and cable route
engineering could be further deployed. During the construction phase the offshore wind
sector could benefit from expertise in the field of construction equipment and vessels,
support structure installation and cable laying and burying. There are also opportunities to
integrate and expand service and maintenance activities and installation of replacement
equipment within the oil & gas supply chain. Personnel executing inspections and repair can
be deployed for example from shared cross sector O&M ports.
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NOGEPA, the Dutch oil and gas exploration and production association and NWEA, the Dutch
Wind Energy Association have signed a cooperation agreement on June 16, 2016 in which
arrangements have been made to explore and investigate each other's expertise and
resources, including subjects like geology, ecology, logistics, security and O & M. These
studies will be conducted in collaboration with TKI Gas en TKI Wind op Zee.
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4

Industry demand inventory

Given the higher risk nature of offshore wind development, the introduction of new
technology, components or methods are performed in a step-by-step approach, and may
involve simulations, scale modelling, lab testing, onshore and offshore testing &
certification. In the pursuit of a lower Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE) for offshore wind,
investors, lenders and insurers must accept these new developments to allow large scale
implementation. Offshore demonstration can play a key role in the acceptance.
There has been demand for offshore test sites since the first projects. For most component
developments testing is first performed onshore if this is feasible. Offshore testing can start
in lower water depths and more sheltered waters or performed at more representative
offshore sites. Examples of these developments are the Samsung 7 MW turbine installed at
Energy Park Fife in Scotland, or in the early days of offshore wind Windpark Lely in
Medemblik, the Netherlands.

4.1 Actor analysis
A brief analysis of the various actors demonstrates the expected interest in the test facilities:
Actor

Role in offshore test and demonstration

Government

Cost reduction is a condition for implementation of offshore wind
and thus for achieving the Renewable Energy targets;
demonstration of innovations enables cost reduction or increase
competition.
A lower cost of energy is required to win tenders for project sites
under the new regulatory system. Demonstration of innovations can
be a prerequisite for investing in this technology. More competition
is another effect that supports cost reduction.
Demonstration of new turbines, or enhanced versions of existing
turbines (e.g. new control methods) may be required for
certification or acceptance by investors, lenders and insurers.
Demonstration of new components or designs may be required for
certification or acceptance by investors, lenders and insurers.
Demonstration of new foundation technology may be required for
certification or acceptance by investors, lenders and insurers.

Project developers

Wind Turbine Manufacturers

Electrical Equipment
manufacturers
Foundation manufacturers
Marine contractors

Component manufacturers

Demonstration of new installation methods for foundations or
electrical infrastructure, or combinations with new technology may
be required for certification or acceptance by investors, lenders and
insurers.
Introduction of smaller components in wind turbines, foundations or
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Investors, Lenders and
Insurers
Design, Engineering and
Research Institutions
Scientific Community

installation equipment.
Financing of projects with reasonable returns and acceptable risk
profiles.
Development of new designs and methods including verification in
models and labs.
Development of knowledge; acquisition of data from experiments
and operations; application of know how in test and demonstration
projects with manufacturers and contractors.

Table 3 Market actor analysis

This analysis shows that the requirements set for cost reduction drive innovation. Successful
introduction of innovations requires this technology to be sufficiently proven, to lower the
perceived risks for investors and lenders. Demonstration in realistic conditions is a key step
in bringing these innovations to market. An offshore wind demonstration project including
test location(s) provides the opportunity to demonstrate these innovative technologies and
facilitates market entry and thus cost reduction.

4.2 Cooperation between actors
The development of test and demonstration facilities offer a great opportunity for
cooperation throughout the supply chain, including Small and Medium Enterprises (SME),
Large Companies and Knowledge Institutes. Given the high cost of actual offshore
installation of new technology, a high contribution from larger companies, combined with
the regular incentive mechanism should provide the required means for the project.
The role of the scientific community and research institutes is important to allow the
development of new know-how based on actual offshore experiments and measurements.
These experiments should be arranged with the owners of the test and demonstration
facilities and may be a condition to acquire innovation subsidies (e.g. TKI Wind op Zee).

4.3 Market demand
In total 39 questionnaires were returned, of which some parties returned more than 1
response form for the different innovations they are working on. Following the market
consultation in depth interviews with a limited number of respondents were held to provide
the required understanding of the underlying motives and requirements.
This consultation confirmed the interest from the market in offshore locations to install
prototypes and demonstration technology.
In general the following feedback was provided:
 There is a broad interest from the sector to test innovations at an offshore test
location.
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Proposed innovations range from full WTG’s to engineering solutions.



The timing of the project as proposed coincides with the (development) timing of
greater part of the innovations.



Most important role for a test project is related to management of project, permits,
interfaces and allowing integration of systems in the total wind farm.



Important starting points for Innovators is clarity on site & harbour location,
availability of site data and the possibility to integrate and install innovations in the
wind farm.



For the installation, testing and verification of innovations parties require access to the
wind farm and cooperation from the suppliers of WTG’s and (sub) structures.



The introduction of innovations will have an overall positive effect on the ecological
impact of offshore wind farms.

A summary of the 2014 market consultation responses is shown in table below per research
theme.
Category Type
Innovation demands
WTG
Suppliers

WTG demo

One Stage, Medium speed compact drive train concept, utilized on 8
MW Wind Turbine Offshore, coupled on biggest market rotor diameter
Individual blade pitch control system
WTG demo
Shaft semi-integrated in a two-stage gearbox
WTG demo
Permanent magnet generator + full converter.
WTG demo
Self mounting add-on crane
Construction
Health monitoring System (HMS) and remote failure diagnosis
WTG monitoring Support Structures / Blade innovation / Turbine innovation
WTG demo
6 MW turbine with 2 blades, down-wind orientation, soft yaw, installed
WTG demo
on a full truss structure star grid configuration with central transformer
included in the center turbine
Contractors Foundation
Foundation type for WTG comprising of a concrete gravity base
combined with a steel jacket type shaft.
Foundation
Hybrid structure, consisting of a concrete caisson and steel shaft, fully
self buoyant and is designed for larger turbines
Foundation
Suction Bucket Foundation, combining the key benefits of a gravity base
foundation, a monopole and a suction bucket
Foundation
Slip joint connection between foundation pile and transition piece: to
circumvent the problems with the grout capacity and to improve on
installation times
Cabling
Burial cable depth up to 6 m with the use of a burial tool
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Construction
Construction

Foundation

Innovative solutions for: Transport of foundations and wind turbines /
Installation of foundations / Installation of wind turbines
Use of vibrating equipment for driving piles. The multifunctional nature
of the VE will limit the number of lifts and the number of tools required
and noise level during vibrating operation is lower than hammering piles
Use of low-cost structural components and novel structural details to
optimize the jacket foundation for lowest cost.
A low cost fit for purpose substation

Grid
Suppliers

Cabling

Cabling

WTG monitoring

WTG monitoring

WTG monitoring
Construction

Knowledge WTG monitoring
Centres
O&M

WTG monitoring
WTG monitoring
WTG monitoring

A protection system that protects cable from the hang-off to the point
of cable burial and during installation and the lifetime against
overbending, impact, fatigue and vibration induced forces.
A product to protect cable at crossings, also aiming at easy
installation and lower product cost, using in part the technique of the
CPS.
A brand-independent, open measuring system and integrated asset &
maintenance management system which provides wind parks with the
right maintenance management solution.
A more reliable and sensitive condition assessment than with
conventional condition monitoring programmes (vibration
measurements, oil analysis etc.)
Monitoring accelerations and motions on the foundation and tower of
the wind turbine
An innovative new pile driving technology that
allows driving piles in a more silent manner possibly without the need
for noise mitigation measures.
Shared (multi-user) "sensor/database/toolbox concept" for optimized
Offshore Wind Turbine park exploitation.
Support for the design of helicopter access systems (landing and
hoisting platforms) adding to efficient wind turbine(s) maintenance
through safe helicopter operations.
Harmonic blade pitch control or active shape control
Wind farm control: improved yield, reduced mechanical loads and
improved availability
Operation and Maintenance Cost Estimator: innovative monitoring of
wind farm data
an integrated software system that collects, stores and presents all
relevant measured and forecasted meteo- and hydrodynamic data, in
support of the decision making process of installation and maintenance
activities at an offshore wind park
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Consultants WTG demo
Foundation
Foundation
Ecological
Ecological
Grid
Other

Construction
O&M
O&M

O&M

Design for less material use and use of high strength steel (> S355).
Improvement of the dynamic characteristics of the support structures
by increasing the damping.
Innovative seafastening system for monopiles
Bird deter system with use of UV lights on wind turbines
Measure bird avoidance behavior using specialized automated bird
radars with tracking software.
Cost reduction by making an integrated approach on wind farm, cable
connection and electricity market
Sheerlegs with advanced technology on board
Provision of logistics service as transport, storage, handling.
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle for wind farm development,
construction and O&M. The technology enables subsea inspection and
survey to be carried out at low cost
Value assessment of the balance of plant allowing owners to take
informed economical decisions on maintenance or life time
prolongation.

Table 4 Summary of market survey responses

4.4 Current and future demonstration possibilities
To define the most suitable approach for developing test and demonstration facilities a
number of options were discussed with interested parties and in particular with the NWEA
Offshore Wind Committee. Four options have been evaluated based on ranking on financing,
stakeholder support, development time and effort, suitability for innovation and general
project feasibility. The outcome of this evaluation is summarised below.
Option

Score

Evaluation

Ranking

Large Scale
/ Offshore

+

Considered (too) complex to build out in a
limited time frame
Provides “one shot” only in terms of
availability and site conditions
Could be considered in international
cooperation between EU member states
where innovation programmes are more
synchronised
Allows for broad range of innovations

Low

No short term availability of sites and
cannot cater for grid innovations
Provides “one shot” only in terms of
availability and site conditions
Could be considered in international

Low

+

Small scale
/ Near
Shore

+
+
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cooperation between EU member states
where innovation programmes are more
synchronised
Relatively low cost of development
CoLocation

+
+

Can be made available on short term
Allows continued longer term availability
of (small) sites and varying site conditions
Reduced complexity
Cannot cater for grid innovations (only in
co-development with the TSO)
Could be considered in international
cooperation between EU member states
where innovation programmes are more
synchronised
Does allow grid and park wide innovations
Regulation of innovations as an option.
The model for such an approach must be
developed with the industry (incentives,
obligations, selection from a “menu”)
Regulated innovation may increase
project risks and increase short term costs
Under price pressure from the Energy
Agreement already bankable or proven
innovations (TRL ≥9) will find their way to
these projects

+
+

Embedded

+
+

+

High

High

Tabel 5 Demonstrator site type preferences

The table below contains a summary of test sites in the Netherlands with an explanation of
the market needs for each research subject, including an indication of the chances of success
for each location based on the NWEA Offshore Committee ranking.
Locations
Type
Demand
Ranking
Remarks
Borssele Site V
Leeghwater

Co-location WTG demo/components
Foundation
Construction
WTG Monitoring
O&M
Cabling
Grid
Ecological

High
High
High
High
High
Low
Low
High

Maximum capacity of 2 turbines,
20 MW

OWEZ

Embedded WTG demo/components Low
Foundation
Low

Operational, ongoing monitoring
programs
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Construction
WTG Monitoring
O&M
Cabling
Grid
Ecological
Eneco
Luchterduinen

Embedded WTG demo/components
Foundation
Construction
WTG Monitoring
O&M
Cabling
Grid
Ecological

Offgrid nearshore Offgrid
testsite Den
Helder

Wieringermeer

Onshore

Lelystad

Onshore

Onshore testsite Onshore

WTG demo/components
Foundation
Construction
WTG Monitoring
O&M
Cabling
Grid
Ecological
WTG demo/components
Foundation
Construction
WTG Monitoring
O&M
Cabling
Grid
Ecological
WTG demo/components
Foundation
Construction
WTG Monitoring
O&M
Cabling
Grid
Ecological
WTG demo/components
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Low
High
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Operational, various embedded
innovations

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

No short term availability,
conceptual status

7 turbines at 5-8 MW per turbine,
tender expected in 2016

Dispute between ECN/Nuon and
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Eemshaven

2B Energy
Onshore
Eemshaven Test

TIES

To be
decided

Foundation
Construction
WTG Monitoring
O&M
Cabling
Grid
Ecological
WTG demo/components
Foundation
Construction
WTG Monitoring
O&M
Cabling
Grid
Ecological
WTG demo/components
Foundation
Construction
WTG Monitoring
O&M
Cabling
Grid
Ecological

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

RWE, uncertain timeframes

Windfarm owner Growind not
keen on extra demonstrator
positions embedded within
existing windfarm

Project no longer actively
proceeded

Table 6 Industry demand and possibilities

4.5 Innovations: availability and limitations of Dutch demonstrator sites
The table below contains Dutch demonstrator sites showing the possibilities and limitations
specified for each research theme.
Demand
Type
Term
Availability
Possibilities and limitations
WTG demo /
components

Offshore

Onshore

Foundations

Offshore

Short-mid term Borssele Site V

Prototyping limited to only 2 turbine
positions being available in short
term
Short-mid term Wieringermeer, Onshore testing and certification
Eemshaven,
possibilities limited to 7 turbines in
Lelystad
Wieringermeer. Uncertain
timeframes Eemshaven onshore
testing. No availability in Lelystad
Short-mid term Borssele Site V Prototyping limited to only 2 turbine
Long term
positions being available in short
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term and also 2 available for the long
term. The water depth at Borssele
site V is limited to 35 m. No further
non-operational locations offshore
available.
Construction
Offshore
Short-mid term Borssele Site V Prototyping limited to only 2 turbine
Near shore Long term
positions being available in short
term and also 2 available for the long
term. No further non-operational
locations offshore available.
WTG Monitoring Offshore
Short term
OWEZ
OWEZ offers some possibilities for
Short-mid term Borssele Site V ongoing development of
monitoring/testing systems. Borssele
V could offer extended NL
possibilities at a later stage
Onshore
Short-mid term Wieringermeer Onshore system development
possibilities
O&M
Offshore
Short-mid term Borssele Site V Borssele V could offer O&M
innovations, strategies and programs
at a later stage.
Cabling
Offshore
Short-mid term Borssele Site V Limited possibilities for cabling
innovations due to co-location type
of new demonstrator sites. Maybe
some small scale developments or
innovations. TIES project is no longer
progressed.
Grid
Offshore
Short-mid term Borssele Site V No real possibilities for grid
innovations due to co-location type
of new demonstrator sites
Ecological

Offshore

Short-mid term Borssele Site V
Short term
OWEZ

Currently OWEZ offers best
possibilities for ecological surveys,
monitoring and testing. In the future
extended ecological survey work
could possibly be executed at
Borssele V.

Table 7 Possibilities and limitations per research theme

4.6 Gaps between supply and demand
As a co-location development Borssele Kavel V offers good opportunities to demonstrate
turbine innovations in TRL levels 7-9. However, the size of the site is limited to two turbines
of max 10 MW each. Onshore testing in Wieringermeer is limited to seven turbines in the
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short to medium term. The possibilities for the testing of innovative foundations also
remains restricted to Borssele Kavel V at a water depth of 35m. The demand from the
market thus exceeds supply to a large extend. Innovation possibilities in the field of O&M
are limited. Only Borssele Kavel V provides opportunities to give some substance to the
demand from the industry, but demand regarding O&M innovations is much larger than the
supply. Innovations in the field of grid and cabling demonstration capabilities are very
limited. As a co-location site Borssele Kavel V offers low chances for grid innovations. For
research activities such as turbine monitoring and ecology there are opportunities at
Borssele Kavel V, OWEZ and possibly onshore in Wieringermeer. Also regarding this subject,
the demand from scientific institutes, knowledge centres and suppliers is very likely greater
than the supply.
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5

Conclusions and recommendations for utilizing Dutch testing
opportunities

5.1 Conclusions and recommendations
Looking at the supply and demand of test locations in the Netherlands, the possibilities for
short and medium term testing are on the limited side in terms of volume. The possibilities
vary somewhat per research theme. The location that will become available in the short to
medium term, Borssele Kavel V, is a co-locations site and ranks high according to the
preferences and ranking of the Netherlands NWEA Offshore Committee. For the
Netherlands Borssele Kavel V is a positive development with regard to the testing of
offshore turbines and prototypes. A disadvantage is the relatively small size of the new test
site. The market survey results indicate that demand for test sites is greater than the supply.
Probably the overall demand is even greater because the number of respondents may likely
not represent the entire market demand completely.
There are opportunities for onshore testing in the shorter term in Wieringermeer, where
capacity will be further expanded. For the Eemshaven onshore test location, the process and
development time is uncertain. This may have the effect of a shortage arising in onshore
testing and research opportunities.
The research topic "Foundations" in the market demand exceeds supply. Floating test sites
are in demand, but the possibilities are limited because of the relatively shallow water off
the Dutch coast, although for some floating technologies 40 m water depth may be
sufficient. For monopiles and other solid foundation types, the possibilities are limited to the
Borssele Kavel V and Hollandse Kust V sites. This applies also to the theme "Construction".
For the research topic "WTG monitoring" there are offshore test possibilities at Borssele
Kavel V. Also available are the test sites OWEZ and Wieringermeer (onshore), which may
allow for some research demands.
For innovations in the field of grid and cabling there are very limited opportunities in the
Netherlands. This is partly due to the co-location character of the new demonstrator sites in
development. Tennet needs to be approached to discuss remaining opportunities for testing
and research. Perhaps it is possible to execute some minor innovations in the field of
cabling, such as protection systems and burial techniques, to be applied in a small scale.
Research and innovations possibilities in the field of substations are very limited.
Within the research topic "O&M" only Borssele Kavel V offers offshore research options.
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Ecological research opportunities should be sufficient to give substance to most needs of the
market, depending on the requirements with regard to the environmental conditions of test
sites. Borssele Kavel V and OWEZ are suitable for research and innovation within this theme.
For most research and innovation areas, the market demand for the short and medium term
exceeds supply. The demand is also likely to exceed the inventoried industry wishes to date.
For themes as cabling, grid and (floating) foundations there are hardly any new testing
facilities in the Netherlands.
Co-locations and embedded sites are promising locations in terms of feasibility and
realisation. A new embedded test site is lacking within the portfolio of forthcoming test
locations in the Netherlands. This results in a situation that grid-related innovations are
limited. It is recommendable to look at options and solutions available in cooperation with
the industry, possibly in a EU context.

5.2 International Co-operation
Within the portfolio of European test sites under development, there might be opportunities
for Dutch companies and research institutes to join. Especially regarding the research
themes for which capacity is limited in the Netherlands. Possible cooperation for innovations
in the field of floating foundations could be applicable within the various French test sites
under development (SEM-REV, GROIX and Spin Float). These developments include many
well-known research institutions, including Dutch. In Norway and Scotland are several test
sites in development by larger consortia. Affiliation may also be searched here. Within some
of the projects mentioned above there could be possibilities for innovative solutions in the
field of turbine and grid related issues by Dutch companies and research institutions.
The TKI Wind op Zee takes part in international working groups on test and demonstration
sites. This enables the coordination of actual research programmes to avoid duplication and
to use public funds most efficiently.
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Sources











www.nwea.nl
www.tki-windopzee.nl
www.rvo.nl
www.vanoord.com
www.4coffshore.com
www.thecrownestate.co.uk
https://corporate.vattenfall.co.uk
http://hexicon.eu/
Demonstratiepark en proeftuin Leeghwater, Plan van Aanpak 2013 (NWEA/TKI-Wind op
Zee)
Proposal for demonstration facilities, TKI-Wind op Zee. 2014

Disclaimer
This report has been compiled by BLIX Consultancy from sources believed to be reliable and
accurate at the time of consultation, but no representation or warranty, express or implied,
is made to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All opinions and estimates contained
in this report are judgements as of the date of this report, are subject to change without
notice and are provided in good faith but without legal responsibility.
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